Mrs. [Edith] Willkie To Head Marshall Plan Group New York, Nov. 30, 1947 AP - Mrs. Wendell Willkie will head the women's division of the National Committee for the Marshall Plan to aid European recovery, it was announced today by Robert P. Patterson, chairman of the organization's executive committee.

Mrs. Willkie will mobilize American women behind the Marshall program for European relief.
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how to have a warm home

... on less fuel oil

SHELLO fuel oil means more than saving money. For
more of the comfort brought into your home means
more warmth for all your winter enjoyment the season.
If you should get used to modern modern heat, you can
have in gas and comfortably trusted. All that heat,
At the same time, winters are not so severe. It's
The all-weather heating properties of space heat, according
to the standard of the Federal Government for homes. 24-30
The heat is generated where the heat can be controlled
the best for your home. The Federal Government will
been heated when the temperature outside is.

Although there will be enough fuel oil to see through
only 1 or 2 years. Each gallon of fuel oil will save

Take these sensible steps NOW
to save fuel oil—keep your home WARM this winter.

1. Don’t overheat the house.
2. Don’t burn wood in the fireplace.
3. Keep the heat around the house.
4. Keep the doors closed.
5. Add insulation to your home.
6. Be sure the water heater is properly insulated.

Popular "Call!"

IT'S GOOD!

SHELL Oil Company, Incorporated